System-on-chip (SoC) designs have a number of flipflops; the more flip-flops an SoC has, the longer the associated scan test application time will be. A scan shift operation accounts for a significant portion of a scan test application time. This paper presents physical-aware approaches for speeding up scan shift operations in SoCs. To improve the speed of a scan shift operation, we propose a layout-aware flip-flop insertion and scan shift operationaware physical implementation procedure. The proposed combined method of insertion and procedure effectively improves the speed of a scan shift operation. Static timing analyses of state-of-the-art SoC designs show that the proposed approaches help increase the speeds of scan shift operations by up to 4.1 times that reached under a conventional method. The faster scan shift operation speeds help to shorten scan test application times, thus reducing test costs.
I. Introduction
Recent system-on-chip (SoC) designs are larger in terms of their physical characteristics compared to previous designs. Consequently, scan test data volumes and scan test application times for SoCs are increasing. Large-scale SoC designs contain more scan cells and faults; consequently, more test patterns are required to achieve a high-quality SoC scan test. There has been a persistent demand to reduce scan test application time without impacting upon test quality; scan test application time can be represented as follows: scan test application time = (no. of test vectors × no. of scan flip-flops in a scan chain) / test clock frequency.
Scan test application time can be decreased by reducing both the number of test vectors and the number of scan flip-flops in a scan chain, and by increasing test clock frequency. In this regard, previous studies have attempted to reduce the number of test vectors by performing either a static or dynamic compaction depending on whether a test compaction is carried out either as a post-processing step after test generation or as part of the test generation process itself [1] - [4] . Both static and dynamic compaction methods are conducted for the generation of test sets with a small number of specified bits [5] . Earlier approaches have presented several different methods for the compression of test vectors to reduce scan test application time by partitioning a single scan chain into a number of shorter scan chains. Methods for compressing test vectors require some additional on-chip hardware, such as a decompressor (before any scan chains) and a response compressor (after any scan chains) [6] , [7] . Furthermore, layout-aware scan designs,
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Taehee Lee, Ik Joon Chang, Chilgee Lee, and Joon-Sung Yang  such as scan chain stitching and scan-flip-flop re-ordering, which aim to minimize wire lengths between flip-flops whilst giving consideration to physical locations [8] , [9] , have been studied. An alternative fundamental approach to enhancing scan test application time is that which seeks to speed up scan shift test clock frequency. This paper describes practical approaches to speed up scan shift operations. The proposed approaches are unique in that they take into consideration the physical design step. First, we consider the physical design information related to scan input (SI) pads and scan output (SO) pads. SI and SO pads are generally located far from the first and last flip-flops in a scan chain. As the delay of an SI/SO path between SI/SO pads and first/last flip-flops exceeds a scan shift test clock period, an interconnect pipelining is required.
This paper presents a layout-aware flip-flop insertion on an SI/SO path. To achieve a fast scan shift operation speed, a scan shift operation-aware physical implementation procedure is performed between the synthesis and routing stages.
The following summarizes our proposed physical-aware approaches integrated in an SoC design flow. 1) A scan shift mode is timing-optimized at the same time as is the functional mode, in the placement stage. 2) Scan-chain reordering is performed to achieve a shorter routing length. 3) Multiple scan clock pads are placed close together.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses a layout-aware flip-flop insertion. Section III explains in detail the scan shift operation-aware physical implementation procedure. Section IV contains the experimental results, and Section V outlines our conclusion.
II. Layout-Aware Flip-Flop Insertion for SI/SO Paths
Increasing integration density enables larger and more complex SoC designs. SoCs include hard-macro digital and analog intellectual properties (IPs); firm-macro IPs; and softmacro IPs.
There are three reasons why the proposed layout-aware flipflop insertion approach is needed. Firstly, in large-scale SoCs, distances between SI/SO pads and the first/last flip-flops are considerably large. Secondly, because many hard-macro IPs are reused or provided by third parties, there is often little flexibility with regards to floor plans and placement; they are generally placed at the side of an SoC. SI or SO pads shared with functional I/Os (that is, SI or SO pads that are multiplexed with functional I/Os) cannot be placed where hard-macro IPs are to be found. Thirdly, SI or SO pads cannot be shared with all I/O pads in an SoC. High-speed IOs, such as DDR interface and high speed NAND Flash interface, are not shared with Figure 1 shows an example of a floor plan from a state-ofthe-art SoC. There are two SO paths -"scan out path 1" (blue line) and "scan out path 2" (red line). Scan out path 1 has its final flip-flop located in MIU, and it is connected to an SO pad (the whole path requires a very long wire). On the other hand, scan out path 2 has a shorter path to an SO pad; hence, scan out path 1 may cause a delay problem. To avoid timing delays, scan out path 1 needs to be partitioned by flip-flops based on the layout design.
Recent studies [10] , [11] have proposed methods to determine flip-flop insertion locations for interconnect planning. This paper focuses on interconnect optimization between an SI/SO pad and multiple flip-flop interconnections. The proposed layout-aware flip-flop insertion approach finds the optimal number of flip-flops and their insertion locations along multiple SI/SO paths from a single SI/SO pad. Figure 2 shows examples of SI/SO paths. An SI pad is connected to multiple flip-flops, such as "First FF 1 " and "First FF 2 ," through pipes. "Last FF 1 " and "Last FF 2 " are connected to an SO pad. An SI/SO path includes an I/O multiplexer, which is composed of a mode selection module and a general purpose input/output (GPIO) module. The mode selection module controls I/O functionality depending on operational modes such as test mode or functional mode. To avoid a timing 
delay problem along a long path, the example in Fig. 2 has six inserted flip-flops -Pipe 1 , Pipe 2 , Pipe 3 , Pipe 4 , Pipe 5 , and Pipe 6 .
The maximum wire distances of the first segment, middle segment, and last segment are denoted as L F , L M , and L L , respectively. The width of a feasible region where a flip-flop can be placed is denoted by W FR . The maximum wire length without pipelining by flip-flop insertion is denoted by L MAX . We express the delays corresponding to L MAX , L L , L M , and L F by D MAX , D L , D M , and D F , respectively. They are given below as (1) to (6) . The wire lengths corresponding to D MAX , D M , D L , and D F can be calculated by a CAD tool, such as IC Compiler [12] . We assume the following conditions: a scan shift clock, pad delay, setup time of a flip-flop, delay of IO Mux module, and clock uncertainty are 10 ns, 1 ns, 0.1 ns, 5.6 ns, and 0.4 ns, respectively. The delay D MAX is calculated by (1) and is 2.9 ns. The wire length corresponding to the delay of 2.9 ns, including repeaters, is 4,000 μm under a 28 nm technology process, which is the maximum wire length L MAX . The wire length can vary depending on the size of wire pitch, wire width, and repeater drive strength.
As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the length between "IO Mux" and "First FF 1 " is 2,000 μm. Because the length is shorter than 4,000 μm, L MAX , this path does not need a flip-flop insertion. However, the other path between "SI" and "First FF 2 " requires a flip-flop insertion since its length is 4,500 μm (which is larger than L MAX ). Figure 3 (b) shows that a "Pipe" flip-flop is inserted between "SI" and "First FF 2 ." After "Pipe" insertion, a static timing is checked to validate whether the scan shift timing constraint is satisfied by flip-flop insertion.
The equations for calculating the number of inserted flipflops are shown in (7) . The central position and feasible region for the flip-flop insertion are described in (8) and (9), respectively. We denote P i to be the center position of the feasible region of the ith flip-flop, as shown in 
Figure 4(a) shows an SI path composed of one SI pad and three "First Flip-Flops" (First FFs). Each "First FF" connected to the SI pad is visited. The number of inserted flip-flops, central positions, and feasible regions are then determined using (7), (8) , and (9), respectively. To address the interconnect latency problem of the SI path, seven "Pipe" flip-flops are inserted, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The feasible region for each inserted flip-flop is illustrated by a blue rectangle. Pipe 1 and Pipe 4 have an overlapping feasible region. For power reduction, Pipe 1 and Pipe 4 are merged and replaced by a single flip-flop. The merged single flip-flop, New Pipe 1 , is placed in the overlapping region so as not to violate scan shift timing constraints, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . New Pipe 1 has a higher driving strength to increase its load-driving capability and shorten the delay. Figure 5 shows a proposed design flow with timing-driven physical optimization steps for timing closure. Layout-aware flip-flop insertion flow is highlighted in a red box. As can be seen, the flow is added between the "Placement" and "Clock tree synthesis" stages.
III. Scan Shift Operation-Aware Physical Implementation Techniques
The worst cases of negative slack lie between SI/SO pads and the first/last flip-flops in a scan chain. A layout-aware flipflop insertion method, described in Section II, is carried out to fix the worst cases of negative slack on SI/SO paths. To fix other timing violations on a scan shift path, not an SI/SO path, a scan shift operation-aware physical implementation procedure is proposed.
The following subsections describe the scan shift operationaware physical implementation procedure used for speeding up a scan shift operation, which is one of the key factors in reducing scan test application time.
Placement of Scan Clock Pads
As SoC size becomes larger and its complexity increases, a multiple-clock-domain design style is required, and indeed has now become commonplace. A DFT architecture handles multiple scan clocks from external input pads [13] , [14] . In functional mode, the asynchronous paths can commonly be treated as false paths. If the paths are treated as false paths in scan capture mode, then test coverage might be decreased due to unchecked timing violations.
In this work, instead of treating them as false paths, two 
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Placing two clock pads close together different clocks are assigned to the asynchronous paths. The reason for assigning two clocks instead of a single clock is to avoid a hold violation on the asynchronous paths in scan capture mode. Once the different clocks, CLK_A and CLK_B, are assigned to a "launch flip-flop" and a "capture flip-flop," respectively, CLK_B toggles while CLK_A does not toggle, as shown in Fig. 6 . In scan capture mode, the capture flip-flop, FF 2 , has enough time to capture the combinational circuit output without any timing violations since CLK_A does not toggle. Hence, it can protect against a hold timing violation. However, in scan shift mode, timing violations should be checked and fixed between scan cells whose clock sources are different. To prevent timing violations, scan clock pads should be placed together at the floor planning stage to minimize clock skew. Otherwise, the clock skew between CLK_A and CLK_B can cause timing violations.
Considering Timing Optimization for Scan Shift Mode
If all flip-flops are connected back-to-back on a scan shift path, then the scan shift operation speed can be easily enhanced. However, this may not be possible, due to the significant test pattern volume. Compression of test data is required to reduce the dependency on ATE memory requirement.
As shown in Fig. 7 , for compression of test data, the MUXbased decompressor and XOR-based compressor are placed at SI and SO to expand the test patterns and to compact the responses, respectively. A higher compression ratio generally increases the logic depth of a decompressor and compressor. In addition, multiple multiplexers are required to support various scan test modes. If the decompressor, compressor, and multiplexers are not timing-optimized, then they can cause setup timing violations. In many product designs, due to a very short time-to-market request, the scan shift mode is not generally considered as a timing-optimization scenario, since the scan shift speed is slow. However, there is a significant request to minimize the test cost, and the scan shift operation needs to be accelerated. To speed up a scan shift operation, an SoC design should enhance the timing of the scan shift mode in the placement stage. Once scan-shift-mode timing is added in the placement stage, a small number of timing violations may occur in functional mode. The timing violations disappear after routing is completed, since the drive strength of logic cells are refined to fix the timing violations at the routing optimization stage.
Scan-Chain Reordering
The minimization of timing violations on scan paths can be significantly enhanced by scan-chain reordering. Routing also can cause a delay. Scan-chain reordering helps to reduce the routing congestion caused by scan chains. Flip-flops are reordered at the placement stage by reducing the length of nets between scan cells and wiring congestions. Scan-chain reordering has been investigated in [8] and [15] . We use a scanchain reordering method for speeding up scan shift operations. Figure 8 illustrates the proposed design flow used for improving scan shift speed in this paper. The scan shift operation-aware implementation techniques addressed in this section are added at the floor planning and placement stages and are highlighted in red. Once the scan shift operation-aware implementation techniques are completed, the layout-aware flip-flop insertion for SI and SO paths is performed and scan chains in SI/SO paths are then re-stitched, as described in Section II.
IV. Experimental Results
To analyze and compare scan shift operation speeds, the proposed physical-aware approaches are implemented in stateof-the-art industrial SoC designs under 28 nm technology. Table 1 shows the experimental results. The first column shows five industrial SoCs -their combinational gate and flip-flop information are given in the second and third columns, respectively. Three different design approaches are chosen to evaluate the speed of a scan shift operation. The first design approach is the conventional design flow, which does not consider any physical design information. The second design approach includes the layout-aware flip-flop insertion on SI and SO paths, as explained in Section II. The last implementation is done with both the layout-aware flip-flop insertion on SI and SO paths and the scan shift operationaware physical implementation procedure described in Section III. The results from each design approach are given in the fourth, fifth, and sixth columns, respectively. For each design approach, the worst cases of negative slack and the number of timing violations during the setup time are measured and counted when the target scan shift speed is 100 MHz. Under a conventional design flow, none of the considered SoC designs is able to meet the required scan shift speed specification; thus, all designs suffer from large amounts of negative slack. When the layout-aware flip-flop insertion method is used, the SI and SO paths are pipelined by flip-flops. As can be seen, this method significantly reduces the worst cases of negative slack. This helps to improve the speed of scan shift operations. However, upon comparing the number of paths having timing violations between the conventional design method and the layout-aware flip-flop insertion method, we see that the number of such paths is not significantly reduced under the layout-aware flip-flop insertion method. The number of paths having timing violations is reduced by around 5%: 95% of violations among all those paths that contain violations in the conventional design flow are left as unfixed. We can conclude that the worst cases of negative slack are caused from SI/SO paths to the first/last flip-flop in a scan chain. The last design flow, considering the layout-aware flip-flop insertion and scan shift operation-aware physical implementation procedure, solves all timing-related problems and meets the required scan shift speed specification. This tells us that the timing optimization for scan shift mode, asynchronous path impact minimization by close placement of scan clocks, and scan-chain reordering are necessary for speeding up a scan shift operation. Accelerating a scan shift operation in an SoC is key to reducing the SoC's test cost. This paper shows how important the proposed physical-aware approaches are to speeding up scan shift operations in SoC designs.
The faster the scan test application time of an SoC design, the more power the SoC is required to consume. To reduce the power increment, the following low-power scan test methods can be employed: ▪ A multiphase scan shifting technique can be used to create a certain amount of skew between shifting of scan chains. The technique avoids simultaneous shifting operations such that the peak power dissipation is reduced during a scan shift operation. ▪ During a scan test, a scan test pattern shifts through scan chains. The functional logic driven by the scan flip-flops also toggles. This can increase power dissipation during a scan test. Gating the functional output of the scan flip-flop can avoid the switching activity of combinational logic on the functional output path during a scan shift. ▪ An X-filling technique can be employed. One can assign "don't care" bits to each test pattern to minimize the occurrence of transitions within a scan chain. ▪ Static compaction minimizes the number of test patterns generated by ATPG. For example, the two patterns 01XX0 and 0X0X0 are merged to 010X0.This gives a low toggle rate. ▪ Scan-chain reordering, described in Section III, reduces wire length, which results in power reduction. ▪ Decoupling capacitors are inserted to stabilize the power grid voltage in scan shift mode as well as functional mode before tape out.
Any power increment induced by speeding up a scan shift operation can be offset by employing any of the above lowpower scan test methods.
V. Conclusion
In modern SoC designs, reduction of scan test application time is an important issue. To achieve a reduction in scan test application time, physical-aware approaches are discussed in this paper. Layout-aware flip-flop insertion for SI/SO paths and a scan shift operation-aware physical implementation procedure are performed to achieve a shorter scan test application time. Experimental results are targeted to increase scan shift operation speeds from 24 MHz to 100 MHz. By employing the proposed physical-aware approaches, scan shift operation speeds can be improved by up to 4.1 times that of a conventional approach.
